Turn Your
Network Into
A Business Asset

Is your property and tenant satisfaction held captive
by communications carriers with networks that barely
meet bandwidth requirements, who take weeks or
months to turn-up services, and take your money and
the tenants’ money right out your front door?
Property Owners and Developers can now control the
communications network and on-line experience with

Connecting commercial, industrial, retail, and diversified
buildings and campuses, CrossLayer's single, scalable,
software-driven network, allows property owners to
directly deliver cutting-edge technology solutions to
tenants that captures revenues, reduces costs, and
increases
CrossLayer’s highly flexible architecture is operational in
days, not weeks, and enables owners and managers to
seamlessly integrate existing systems and applications
on the network, while providing a platform for a full
complement of new applications, including IoT and
mobile devices.

Opportunities With CrossLayer’s
Network Service Solutions
Offer Internet Services
at Faster Speeds
Connect tenants and guests to all the
things they need faster

Connect to Wireless Anywhere

Turn Today's Expense into Income
Generate new revenues by directly offering
new technology services to tenants and
accelerate investor return on investment

Reduce Infrastructure
Costs With a Single Network

Our private wireless network service
follows you anywhere on campus

Reduce infrastructure costs by eliminating
multiple physical networks to support BMS,
BAS, & security, etc.

Control the Online Experience

Service is Included in Our Solution

Deliver a high-performance, always
available network service and increase
tenant satisfaction

CrossLayer serves as the single point of
contact, building, operating & maintaining
your network, bringing our expertise with
major telecom carriers directly to property
managers & developers

The CrossLayer Offering

Guest Wi-Fi

Business & Residential
Internet

Business Wi-Fi

Business & Residential
Voice

Campus Connect

Managed Cloud
Services

Secure Connect

Advanced
Networking Services

The CrossLayer Advantage
New Business Model Increases Net Operating Income
CrossLayer's innovative business model enables property owners to deliver Internet
and Cloud services directly to tenants creating revenue generating opportunities not
possible via current network relationships.

Future-Ready, Fiber-Based, Single In-Building Network
The flexible architecture of CrossLayer's software-driven, direct fiber-to-wireless
platform scales to meet evolving technology advancements, eliminating the need for
multiple, physical networks and costly network infrastructure upgrades.

We Do All the Work – Build, Operate & Maintain
CrossLayer serves as the single point of contact, building, operating, & maintaining your
network. We provide proactive field services and support all equipment connected to
your in-building network. And, service is available in days, not weeks or months.
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